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Perspective drawings are plane diagrams that utilize principles of ge-

ometry to model the three-dimensional world. Whereas it was not easily deci-

phered in the Florence frescos before Alberti, the new geometer-artist instills

rationality, order and form onto his canvas. Imagination links the world to this

perspectivist’s canvas as experiments and deductive reasoning springboard the

physicists from phenomenon to theory. Most take it as a given that the geom-

etry of the world is Euclidean and though the formalization of point, line and

plane idealize the notion of our spaces nonetheless, straight lines and planes ex-

ist independently of our experience of them. With color, there is no autonomy,

the observer and the observed are inexorably linked. Newton revolutionized

color science when his prism split white light into it’s composite spectrum yet

Goethe was unsatisfied. The romantic poet and the artist sought a model that
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didn’t “disembowel phenomena” of its subjectivity nor formalize the myriad

complexity and infinite relatedness of experience to number, proportion and

bizarre symbols. Zajonc makes a compelling case for Goethe’s subjective color

science but we make a mistake if we take subjectivity as idol. Together, sub-

jective models, experimentation and strict formalism work towards a complete

theory of color phenomena. This paper will utilize the models of colors and

color space as a means of understanding the essential link between the mind

and the material world we wish to formalize. Artistic analogy and metaphor,

quantification of experimental data and mathematical formalism together are

necessary to the maturation of color theory and color science.

Keats’ rhetoric of the crestfallen formalism of Newton’s rainbow, sup-

posedly ridding phenomena of its beauty, seemingly puts artists and mathe-

maticians at odds. However, for Goethe, the ultimate artist-scientist, it was not

an apriori poetic prejudice against mathematical analysis but rather the meth-

ods of Newton’s scientific process which embittered Goethe against formalism.

With extensive study of phenomena, Goethe determined that Newton ignored

phenomena that was unfavorable to his theory and took as proof the handful

of experiments that coincided with his model. This top-down process of sci-

entific inquiry was, for Goethe, an egregious error in the scientific process and

ineffective for insight of natural phenomena. His initial publications on optics

and color were systematic variations of simple prism experiments, exhaustive

lists of varying refracting angles of the prism and screen distance. At this point,

he doesn’t even offer a specific theory of color phenomena instead, he lays the
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foundation for study and experiment of nature. This careful aggregation of data

attempts to be free of conceptual prejudices and sort of intellectual “functional-

fixedness” where the observer is unable to recognize patterns and thus unable

to glean insight of natural phenomena. Famously reproduced as the champion

statement of his science, Goethe’s prologue to Theory of Colours states: “In-

deed, strictly speaking, it is useless to attempt to express the nature of a thing

abstractedly. Effects we can perceive, and a complete history of those effects

would, in fact, sufficiently define the nature of the thing itself. We should try

in vain to describe a man’s character, but let his acts be collected and an idea

of the character will be presented to us. The colours are acts of light; its ac-

tive and passive modifications: thus considered we may expect from them some

explanation respecting light itself. (Theory of Colours, xxviii).”

Thus Goethe’s theory of color is a scientific narrative where light re-

veals its nature through action. Scientific inquiry firstly requires the continually

developing “consideration for phenomenon in itself and in relation to to others,

neither desiring nor disliking it (ibid)” a sort of objective observation of the

unfolding narrative. No single story line, no isolated experiments are complete,

each “gains its true value only through its connection and unification with other

experiments (ibid).” As such, the scientist begins with a myriad of repeatable

experiments each time trying minimize the spaces between separate phenomena.

Continuing to elaborate these separate experimental phenomena point to a gen-

eral storyline of archetypical, higher-order behavior. In his first work on optics,

the Contributions to Optics (1792), Goethe claimed that he had “sought to set
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up a series of contiguous experiments derived from one another.... Studied thor-

oughly and understood as a whole, these experiments could even be thought of

as representing a single experiment, a single piece of empirical evidence explored

in its most manifold variations. Such a piece of empirical evidence, composed

of many others, is clearly of a higher sort. It shows the general formula which

comprises numerous individual cases.” Out of this series of experiments and

observations the “pure phenomenon now stands before us.... It can never be

isolated, but it appears in a continuous sequence of events (Theory of Colours,

71).”

In Catching the Light, Zajonc recreates Goethe’s phenomenological

approach. Page 208 depicts a primary experiment where regions of black and

white are arranged next to each other and then viewed through a prism. A

certain set of “cool” colors (blue, indigo and violet) appear along the edge of

the dark interface while the “warm” set (red, orange, yellow) appears along

the edge of the white interface. A secondary experiment where white paper

is place between two pieces of black paper, when the white space is narrowed

by slowly pushing the two black sheets together while simultaneously viewing

the white region through a prism- Eureka! Green. These two experiments

were sufficient to produce all the colors of the Newton’s spectrum. In order to

discover the general principles which order color phenomena, imagination and

intellect now come into play. For Goethe the rightful domain for man’s intellect

is the discovery of the relationships between color phenomena, insisting on a

method that groups together experiments and in doing so makes apparent the
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overarching theme. He writes: “the circumstances which come under our notice

in ordinary observation are, for the most part, insulated cases, which, with

some attention, admit of being classed under general leading theoretical rubrics

which are more comprehensive and through which we become better acquainted

with certain indispensable conditions of appearances in detail. From henceforth

everything is gradually arranged under higher rules and laws, which, however,

are not to be made intelligible by words and hypotheses to the understanding

merely, but at the same time, by real phenomena to the senses. We call these

primordial phenomena, because nothing appreciable by the senses lies beyond

them, on the contrary, they are perfectly fit to be considered as a fixed point

to which we first ascend, step by step, and from which we may, in like manner,

descent to the commonest case of everyday experience (Theory of Colours, 76).”

Goethe’s treatise claims that the manifold experiments with a prism

can be interpreted as manifestations of a single phenomena, mainly that the

spectral colors appear only if there is contrast, a stark border between a light and

dark area viewed through an opaque medium. For Goethe, colors are produced

as light is seen through a medium and white light is a pure phenomenon that

cannot be further divided or analyzed. Like the raindrops through which the

sun shines a rainbow, the prism provides a semi-transparent medium through

which a borderline of darkness and light is seen. Along this borderline, the

prismatic colors appear.

This method is a cumulative and ordered unfolding of light and color
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phenomena. This narrative depends on three different types of scientific in-

quiry: (1) exact observations from experiments (2) ordering of results so as to

create more experiments and finally (3) assessing the data from the previous two

types of inquiry in order to recognize patterns and form higher-order principles.

The essay, “The Experiment as Mediator between Object and Subject,” shows

that he conceived these books on prism experiments as performing the first and

second kinds of research. His experiments in color present carefully elaborated

experiments in meticulously described and systematically varied sequence, so

that the experiments “first and foremost border on one another and touch one

another without mediation; indeed, when one knows and surveys them all ex-

actly they constitute as it were a single experiment, they represent a single

experience under the most manifold perspectives. Here results are “experiences

of a higher kind,” which can be “enunciated through short and comprehensive

propositions, placed one next to another, and, when more of them have been

worked out, organized and brought into a relation so that they stand, just like

mathematical propositions, unshakable, either singly or taken together (The

Experimenter as Mediator between Object and Subject, 22)”.

Goethe’s experiments admit expression of the archetypical phenomenon

from which the rest of the color world may be gleaned. He points to the in-

teraction of light and darkness as fundamental. The poet unfolds the narrative

of light, colors as the “deeds and sufferings.” Goethe submits the field of color

phenomena to a reduction. From this reduction, the fundamental perception

of the archetypical phenomenon appears. The archetypical phenomenon is the
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self-evident, accumulated experience of physical law. It is a perception of the

relationship between light and darkness that gives rise to the rich color of our

world. For Goethe, theory becomes ordered perception, literally the beholding

of color phenomena; “the highest thing would be to comprehend that everything

factual is already theory. The blue of the heavens reveals to us the fundamen-

tal law of chromatics. One should only not see anything further behind the

phenomena: they themselves are the theory (Zajonc, 211)”

The recognition of the archetypical phenomena requires new organs

of perception, a means of perceiving the rich myriad of the world’s color. The

object of research is no longer nature itself but rather our investigation of nature.

The traditional, desired distinction between observer and observed is no longer

preserved. Not only do we alter the course of nature through observation but

also the hues, tones and natural forms alter us. Goethe pictured the eye as being

perpetually molded by in-streaming stimuli: “the eye owes its existence to light.

Out of indifferent animal organs the light produces an organ to correspond to

itself; and so the eye is formed by the light for the light so that the inner light

may meet the outer (Zajonc, 205)” Goethe concludes, “My purpose is to collect

all experiences in this field, to conduct myself all the experiments, and to carry

them out in their manifold variations. In this way they are easy to replicate and

accessible to other people. Then I present the principles of the experiences of

a higher order and wait and see if they let themselves be subsumed under even

higher principles. Should the power of imagination and ingenuity at times speed

ahead impatiently, the method itself will guide it back onto the right track (The
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Experimenter as Mediator between Object and Subject, 22)” Goethe does not

bring forth a theory to replace Newton’s corpuscular theory of light, but writes

a reinterpretation of the scientific process that optimizes empirical data.

Again, it is a stereotype that mathematicians empty the world of its

complex beauty. Models of color space point to a unifying thread of physical and

perceptual lights and seems to point to a harmony between the myriad of data

and the underlying structure of the perceptual world. Matrix algebra appears to

complete the experiments of experience and gravitate us towards a unification

of experiences towards higher-order principles of color experience. Maxwell’s

color tops are methodological experimentation of color without the subjective

debate of quale. Poets, philosophers and physicists debate over experience of

individual colors but normal trichromats agree on principles of indiscriminabil-

ity, that is to say if two colors are indistintinquishable from each other; “The

most powerful psycho-physical technique in color judgement is to take the eye

as a null instrument...then we do not have to decide whether two people see the

same sensation in different circumstances, but only whether, if for one person

two sensations are the same, they are also the same for the other (Fenyman

35-4)”. The experimental desktop is easy enough, acquire four projector lamps

with different color filters, either red, green, blue or white. If we have two of

the lights set towards a certain shade of pale yellow, say by adjusting both the

yellow and white filters, it is possible, by combining the red and green projector

lights, to achieve the sensation of the same pale yellow. In other words, no

color sensation is unique, there exists multiple ways of adjusting the given filter
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colors. In fact, it is not impossible that all the perceivable colors can be created

by the adjusting the colored lights.

Inspired by Goethe, we wish to take the entirety of observable color

phenomena and generalize a construction of color space. Though it is beyond

my pay-grade to prove that color space is an affine, homogenous space, humbly,

I can begin to see the importance of such a proof. Homogenous spaces (for

example, Euclidean space invariant under operation by the Euclidean group)

demonstrate a sort of internal consistency or symmetry that allows us to make

a measure the distance between points after the mapping. Experiments in color

phenomena and even “reflective beholding” of the color world are enough to

posit the invariance of relative color perception. Take for example two painters,

while both utilize the same tube of “down white” oil paint one is able to portray

the bright whiteness of an arid dessert scene as well as the other depicts the

gloomy moonlight highlights on a dark night. Our eye is bombarded with the

same reflected light from the same tube of white paint (Resnikoff,104). Fechner’s

law determines that perceived brightness varies according to the logarithm of

the incoming light intensity. Though the physical metric of light intensity is

distinct from the perceptual realm, the log function is a cogent mapping of

each one to the other. In other words, experimentally we have found that

at least one attribute of the color space that has a surjective mapping in the

transformation from physical lights. When we look through a filter, drive a car,

get sick etc. though our perceptual colors may alter the relative relationship

between each color remains the same. Since individual color perception is by
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its nature unquantifiable this definite, invariant ratio between any two colors is

a sufficient condition for quantification.

Experiments. show that almost all of physical lights can be mixed

by adding of primaries; any color can be produced as the sum of fractions of

three primaries. Experimentation confirms the “laws of color,” for any beam M

we are able to determine a linear, colormetric equivalence of an given triad of

primaries:

M ≡ (αU + βV + γW)

This fundamental law of color theory states that different spectral dis-

tributions can produce the same perceived color effect. If, to our eye two dif-

ferent physical lights are indistinquishable we call these colors equivalent or

equal:

M ≡ A

This relation too is linear, if we add the same physical light, say Z to

each physical light, the additive mixtures are also indistinquishable. The triad

[α, β, γ] are the colormetric or tristimulus values of the beam a relative to the

chosen primaries. We will utilize these values in order to determine the mapping

function whose output is a perceptual light.

Our perception of light and color is filtered through our eyes and our

brain. The input being an particular physical light. We represent physical lights

by the exactitude of the histogram, an infinite possible number of gradation
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of “spectral lights” whose total intensity is the sum of the intensities of the

each gradation of the histogram. Physical lights are by nature measurable, the

family of all physical lights has an inherent metric and histograms are additive

and multiplicative by any positive number. If we add two histograms, the

resultant mixture is also a physical light; if we multiply a histogram by a positive

scalar, again the resultant element is also a member of the family of physical

lights. This linear relationship of each physical element becomes essential for

the formalization of color space.

Again, we can make use of the properties of physical light : a histogram

partitions a particular beam of light into intervals of observable frequency. The

total intensity of any particular physical beam of light is an easy calculation

of the sum of each energy gradation. There is an infinite array of possible

gradations of the histogram so this space, the family L of all the possible physical

lights is also infinitely dimensional.

The output of eyes and brain is a particular sensation of physical light.

These perceptual colors are seemingly qualitative. If we wish to relate any two

elements of perceptual light we chain ourselves to the exhaustive conversation

of qualia and individual interpretation of redness, red-green, etc.

Instead, we determine equivalence classes between the measurability of

physical lights. Utilizing Faraday’s projection set-up we are able to determine

that two elements of physical lights M ≡ A iff Faraday’s standard observer

determines them to be indistinquishable from one another. These equivalence
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classes compartmentalize the family of physical lights L into smaller subsets of

equivalence classes of perceptual lights P.

Experiments in superposition and multiplication confirm the associate,

transitive and commutative properties of relationships between physical beams,

e.g:

M ≡ A,A ≡ V⇒M ≡ V

thus demonstrating that the vector space of physical lights is closed under ad-

dition and multiplication. As there is no negative inverse in this physical light

space (it is impossible to subtract a beam of light from an empty or non-beam)

the set of all physical beams is not complete. In other words, the space of

physical lights is linear and forms a convex set. This set instead is a solid,

non-degnerative cone with its apex at the empty beam.

However, in establishing the equivalence classes of physical lights in L

we compartmentalized the infinitely large space of physical lights in the finite

dimensional. Therefore the properties of additive and multiplicative properties

of the family of physical lights is inherited by the subsets of the equivalence

classes of physical light, i.e. perceptual light. The family of these subsets

of equivalence classes Λ is the entirety of color space. With these laws and

structures of physical lights and color mixing we begin to codify color space. The

physical lights are abstractions, modeled by histograms. They are a necessary

condition of color science but they are not the aim of color science. Color

science aims to determine a function that maps individual lights elements to its
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corresponding perceptual light.

Resnikoff’s axioms, I think, greatly elucidate the structure of color

space Λ. The first axiom is the multiplicative property of equivalence classes of

subsets in physical light, in other words any positive multiple of a perceptual

light is a member of the family of perceptual lights. Like the convex set of

all physical lights, color space is a cone with its apex at the equivalence class

of the empty beam. In addition to axiom 2, we learn that the cone is non-

degenerative meaning that there is not an additive inverse, there can be no

perceptual light, that when added to another mitigates all perception of light.

The cone is restricted to the positive quadrant of the Cartesian plane. Axiom 3

is deduced from experimental data. Upon compiling line segments between two

perceptual lights, the line segment which connects any given perceptual lights, is

composed entirely of perceptual lights. Though the nuances of affine spaces are

lost on me it is at least immediately obvious that these beginning axioms create

a sense of the completeness and symmetry of the color cone. Extending from the

origin of the non-beam, the solid cone is embewed with an internal metric that

makes line segments between perceptual colors meaningful and measurable.

The formal structure of the linear space seems to embolden Goethe’s

claims against Newton’s ontology of light decomposition. Linear space by its

very definition does not have a unique origin nor essential atomic parts. Like the

histogram, there are an infinite array of possible gradations and segmentations.

The delineation of 7, 16 or even infinite number of spectral colors is merely
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a matter of taste, need or fancy. The declination of spectral colors and con-

struction of ultimate primaries implies that color models are merely utilitarian

and are not predisposed to ontological claims of reality. As a consequent there

“does not exist a color which can be absolutely discriminated by the human

visual system (Resnikoff, 106).” Relatively speaking, all colors are equivalent

and there is no authoritative primaries or strategic model choice, however we

choose to subdivide and model colorspace is entirely dependent our taste, desire

and preference.

Lucky for us, our spaces are linear and matrices can be useful for calcu-

lations of the all important mapping function between physical and perceptual

lights. Color science gains potency when, given a histogram, it maps the given

physical light to a perceptual subset and vice versa. In other words, we search

for the transformation mapping that unifies physical and perceptual lights:

µ(M) =M

Just as we determine the indices for the histogram of physical light

we require a natural basis of simple, spectral lights that are distinct and dis-

tinguishable. Perceptual colors do not have a given natural basis so we rely on

the the mapping transformation to supply the configuration. As L 7→ Λ the

mapping also transports the mapping matrix of the defined index:

µ(Sk) = T

It is obvious that we can express physical lights as the total combination of
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spectral indices. Now, we only need to sub the mapping function in order to

determine that every perceptual light can be represented as a linear combination

of simple lights:

P =

n−1∑
k=0

XkT k

However, as we determined earlier the choice of spectral colors is arbitrary

and in no way unique. A myriad of models of color space and color science

have popped up in history in so much as they highlight different aspects of

phenomena. Goethe and his edge colors are as equally suitable slices of the first

physical light indices as Newton and his diatonic rainbow.

For these newly formed families of perceptual lights we are able to

quantify perceptual color space in so much as we are given a function map

that creates an objective, independent mapping from the inherently quantita-

tive structures of physical lights. Though objective, color space indemnifies for

the supposed independent formalism of mathematical treatment. While we are

now able to quantify the relationships between perceptual light the mere de-

pendence of color space on the null instrument of the human eye irradiates any

illusion of separation between the observed and the observer. The entirety of

color space is a formalism of our color observations qua observer. In fact, the

richness of higher-order models makes purely subjective data inherently under-

standable and universal for the given sense modalities. Evolution did not gift

us the strongest of spectroscopic machines, our eyes fail to perceive individual

wavelengths and serve rather as a low-resolution detection of the object color
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in the world around us and the myriad of aggregate beams perpetually bom-

barding us. Here our models seem to confront this reality. Though the model

depends on physiology it doesn’t actually speak to the low resolution of rods

and cones. As we prepare a piece of phenomena for the slide we inevitably

lop it from its connection in the universe. Under the microscope, our view is

literally myopic and we are unable to meaningfully speak of the interconnect-

edness of color perception to our brush strokes, models, analogies, experiment

and craft. Science should dismiss subjective experience as irrelevant to rigorous

formalism as much as artists, poets and mystics be prejudice against the higher-

order structures and “cold formalism” which illuminate the latent patterns in

the myriad of experience. Specialization risks the error of holding research, ex-

perimentation, proofs and great art as a glimpse of the strings behind nature’s

curtain. Instead, we ought to see our scientific and artistic history itself is an

unfolding of our narrative in the world.
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